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A century-old Rio Vista water tower on Tuesday was ferried across the Sacramento River, where it will begin
its new life as a landmark for the Delta's first major visitors center.

A small army of expert riggers gingerly moved the restored 132-foot-tall tower with one of the world's largest
barge-mounted cranes. So big was the barge that the operation had to be done at the height of the tide to avoid
running aground.

The operation was a symbolic exercise as well as a technical one. The tower, in its new home at the planned
Delta Discovery Center along Highway 12, will help identify a community that some feel has lived in the
shadows too long.

"They're saving a piece of history, and it will bring attention to this corner of the world and cause people to
stop," said Paul Foote, a longtime resident who watched the tower's journey from a levee along the Sacramento
River. "I think it's a good thing for the Delta."

The proposed visitors center is a project of the Discover the Delta Foundation, a locally led nonprofit. After five
years of effort, there is suddenly lots of progress to see.

Last month, the foundation opened a farmers market on the site of the future visitors center at the intersection of
Highways 12 and 160, just across the Sacramento River from Rio Vista.

It also recently took delivery of the prefabricated components that will become the visitors center itself – a barn-
like structure of 6,400 square feet. Construction is expected to begin in early December.

All this has been made possible by nearly $3 million in grants from local businesses, families, private
foundations and the state Natural Resources Agency.

The Delta remains unknown to many Californians. Its flat topography and off-the-interstate status have kept it
relatively invisible.

To others, it is merely a water supply, slaking the thirst of 25 million Californians and 3 million acres of
farmland from Napa to San Diego.

Ken Scheidegger, the nonprofit's president, said the visitors center aims to tell people the Delta is more than
that. It's a rich environment, a treasure trove of history and a diverse farm economy that offers its wine, apples,
pears and asparagus to the world.

"All I want to do is preserve as much of this story as can be told, and let a lot of the people do the telling," he
said.

Scheidegger, a former professor of oceanography, owns Riverboat Marina on Andrus Island.

His grandparents were farmers on Twitchell Island in the early 1900s, and he feels a duty to share the area's
history and prehistory with as many visitors as possible.



The center will include artifacts and interpretive displays to explain the region's history and environment. It will
provide direction to visitors interested in bird-watching, wine tasting, boating and other activities.

It will also be a "green" project, generating all its own electricity from solar panels and recycling rainwater for
on-site irrigation.

The timing is significant for the Delta, which may be on the verge of its biggest changes since dredging carved
out the region's farmland more than a century ago. Water agencies and wildlife officials are planning a complex
project – the Bay Delta Conservation Plan – to restore habitat for the region's dwindling fish species.

The plan includes a massive tunnel to transport the estuary's water supply – a proposal that has deeply divided
Californians.

Scheidegger's aim is to make the visitors center nonpolitical. This, he said, has inspired many area families and
businesses to step forward with their time and their donations.

"This is their project," adds Wendy Martin, the nonprofit's executive director, who also works part time as
drought coordinator for the state Department of Water Resources – one of the agencies behind the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan.

"Everyone sees the value in the project," she said, "and the fact that it's grass roots means a lot to these people."

The Dutra Group, a longtime dredging and levee-building enterprise, donated the labor and equipment to move
the water tower. The Hilton Foundation, an offshoot of the resort-hotel enterprise whose founding family owns
an island in the Delta, donated money to erect the visitors center building.

Numerous local farmers have donated historic farm implements, and others have provided their products to the
new farmers market at steep discounts.

All proceeds from sales at the market, which is open daily, go back into the foundation to support the visitors
center. The market features many Delta-grown foods, from olive oil to butternut squash, along with other
produce from around the state as the seasons dictate.

At the moment, there are apples and pears from the orchard behind the market.

"We're hoping people who stop here can see our enthusiasm and what this means to us," said Debra Unger, a
Rio Vista resident who is one of 10 employees at the new market.

The water tower, which once served the world's largest asparagus cannery, was successfully delivered across
the river on Tuesday. It will rest beside Highway 160 until the foundation obtains a state Department of
Transportation permit to move it down the road and raise enough money to erect it.


